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Learning Objectives
Learning Objective 1
Learn about FormIt 360 presentation tools
Learning Objective 2
Learn about FormIt 360 export formats
Learning Objective 3
Learn how to render FormIt 360 data in 3ds Max
Learning Objective 4
Learn how to animate FormIt 360 data inside InfraWorks 360

Description
In the class, you'll learn how to use your FormIt 360 data for high-end presentations in the
product and with other software from Autodesk, Inc.
We will cover several exporting file formats (including FBX, OBJ, and DAE) and
demonstrate how these work best with other applications such as InfraWorks software and
3ds Max software. You will learn best practices for working with materials, lighting, and
cameras across each software platform, and we will review different rendering engines for
stills versus animations. By the end of this class, you will be able to present and animate
your FormIt 360 data for high-end presentations. This session features FormIt 360, 3ds
max, Revit and InfraWorks 360.

Your AU Expert
Samuel received his Bachelors of Architecture degree from Auckland University, New Zealand
in 2001 and is now a BIM technical specialist for Autodesk Australia based in Sydney.
From 2002 – 2011 he worked in London, UK for international Architecture firms including
RMJM, HOK and BDP focusing on Education & Healthcare projects using AutoCAD Desktop
Architecture (ADT), Revit & 3ds Max.
At Autodesk he evangelizes the core BIM platforms & also specializes in Autodesk’s
Visualization offerings including Showcase, 3ds Max, A360 cloud rendering & InfraWorks 360.
In addition his role at Autodesk, he has taught Digital Design Construction (DDC2) classes at
the University of Technology Sydney construction school.
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FormIt 360 presentation tools
Geometry
‘God is in the details’
http://www.thequotelab.com/blog/the-origin-of-god-is-in-the-details
For this class, I’ll be using a simple light weight model based on Tadao Ando’s Church of
light.http://www.archdaily.com/101260/ad-classics-church-of-the-light-tadao-ando
As the focus is on visualization, it’s a good idea to keep the model light weight when possible.

A quick way to get started is to bring in the google earth image from location tool in FormIt 360
or import and image floor plan and scale it (note – this needs to be a png file)
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tip - put everything on layers for better management
A good example of detail for this building can be found here if you want to develop the model
fully
http://www.ronenbekerman.com/making-of-church-of-the-light/

Recycle/cheat!
It’s ok to re-use other geometry for the fiddley stuff (like furniture)
FormIt 360has some great interoperability with other file formats. If you are short on time, you
can import in a Sketch up file directly to be developed, or even a Revit file.
FormIt allows you to import: AXM, OBJ, STL, SAT, SKP, or you can import in Revit family RFA
files via the content library.
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To bring in a Revit file, SAT files work well, and in this case I’m going to recycle my Revit model!
Once the model is imported as a SAT file it comes in grouped, so right click and ungroup all

NOTE - Building the model from Scratch is very intuitive using the main modeling tools, snaps,
extrudes etc.
TIP – when building stairs be sure to check out the dynamo function where you can load a
dynamo script from http://dynamoreach.com/
Check out this multifam building generator here:
https://dynamoreach.com/share/login.html?returnurl=customize&id=576d69eaa276014a3822a8
a0

Chamfer everything
These no sharp edges in real life (except on a knife…)
To get the model looking more realistic, you can use some of the advanced modelling tools in
FormIt 360. In this case, I want to use the fillet tool for the concrete edges

In this case I’m using a radius of .01m which gives a result like this.
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By selecting the face instead of the edge, it will fillet the perimeter and fillet all the edges
Note – you don’t have to do this if you’re not focusing on detailed visuals
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Materials
FormIt 360 pro has a great starter library of Autodesk materials ready to go. A couple to start
with here is the glazing (Clear Reflective) and the concrete (Formwork Holes)

Begin by painting these onto the desired area (double click to paint these to a solid, single click
to a face). If the concrete appears too dark, edit the material color to white as shown here

Finally, the texture can be adjusted to suit the H & V scale
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Follow these steps for the other model items both externally and internally – check out the
Generic materials category as there are a huge amount of materials to choose from.
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Here’s some screen shots of the resulting out of the box materials
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Where to get good textures (for free!)
CGtextures (now called textures)
If you want to create your own textures and adjust the quality you can sign up to 3d textures
here http://www.textures.com/
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In this instance, I’ll download a concrete map and adjust it using Autodesk Pixlr
https://pixlr.com/desktop which you can run on your browser or download a desktop app.
Autodesk Pixlr is easy to use, crop and clean any textures as needed.
Tip – try and make them look seamless by either choosing a larger texture from cgtextures, or
adjusting the texture in Pixlr

How to sharpen up and create bump maps
What you will notice when you look at the properties of the built in textures is a normal map
(purple color). Crazy bump will automate this for you and create additional maps (can use in 3ds
max) http://crazybump.com/
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Everything needs reflection (even concrete!)
In real life pretty most materials bounce light around, so it’s a good idea to add a bit of reflection
to all your materials. What you will notice is that when you make a material fully reflective is that
FormIt 360 has a built in environment map.

No Direct reflection with 100% Oblique reflection and gloss – can see subtle environment map

100% direct and oblique reflection – can see full environment map
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Lighting
Direct shadows
To get the best looking results in FormIt 360 its best to set the sun to early morning/late evening
as these produce the best shadows.
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Visual styles
Other Settings to consider in the Visual styles section (this comes down to personal preference)
A full range of these styles can be found in the drop down menu

Or these can be found in more detail by clicking the glasses icon on the right
We have surfaces, edges, environment & dianostics
Surfaces
These settings can help present the model in a simpole stylised way with the monotone setting
turned on (helpful when you don’t want to discuss materials with your client)
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Edges
For a more defined look the Edge tool can graphically enhance the sketch look of the model.
You can include hidden edges, or sketchy lines. The colors can also be customised in the
surfaces panel for the old school blue pencil look

To export these images, you can chose the image export option and adjust the resoltion as
needed (up to 16384 pixels!) and export as either a PNG or jpeg
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For the final FormIt 360 results ive created Scene anaimation using the new camera path tool.
This is very easy to set up and use. Just click the + button to make a new scene, chose the
camera speed and press play – check out the animation here
https://youtu.be/VUQQ3o9iC1U

FormIt 360 export formats
Revit
FormIt 360works in a variety of ways with ways with Revit. If we want to bring in a Revit file
into FormIt 360, we can export a SAT file from Revit and import it in and the geometry
comes in clean and grouped.
We can also re-use our Revit families natively in FormIt 360 by using the converter function
in Revit and loading them in locally or via the cloud on A360 Drive.
A really powerful feature of this is being able to convert all your revit familes ( rfa) at once to
FormIT 360 files (axmf)
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Note this can be done for sketch up data too!

You can then path these in formit & include your A360 drive cloud folder

These Families can be edited in FormIt 360 by selecting and opening the group editor,
however note that these changes do not go back into the Revit database.
We can also very easily add the FormIt materials to the Revit family as shown
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And the final image in FormIt 360

Which can be exported & fine-tuned in Autodesk Pixlr to get the desired effect

When you’re ready to bring the FormIt 360 model in Revit you can open via the FormIt add
in (no need to convert) and a lot of the FormIt information transfers across – including the
location I set up in the FormIt 360 environment
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As well as the families (note – you can even begin creating basic family geometry to re-use in
Revit)
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FBX for 3ds max
Carries the textures and geometry across to 3ds max to work with a mental ray rendering scene

When you import to 3ds max make sure you use these settings – note the units are set to
meters (if you’re working in metric units of course!)
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OBJ holds scale best for InfraWorks 360
Keeps the scale correct and carries colors, but not textures

To get started in InfraWorks – you are best to click on the model builder tool and pull down a
site. This will take a few minute and pulls down available data from open street maps
Import OBJ file and configure using the data sources button on the left

Then click the import symbol

and choose 3d model to bring in the

DAE or OBJ file.
Note – if OBJ doesn’t work, use DAE and scale up in InfraWorks 360. (Select model and right
click to scale)
To configure – double click the model name to bring up the Data source configuration dialogue
and set the type to Buildings, and select the model tab to preview the geometry.
To place the model – click the Geo Location tab and choose Interactive placing then place the
model on the site, double click to finish then choose the close and refresh button to complete
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Set the type to buildings

Choose interactive placing
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How to render FormIt 360 data in 3ds Max
FBX, OBJ, and DAE

Materials
When bringing in the FBX file into 3d max, the textures should come across scaled and ready to
go.
If you do need to adjust them you can use the material editor (hit m) and under modes make
sure your using the compact material editor.
With the editor open click on a material slot. Click on the i-drop symbol, then pick on a part of
the model. This will load it into the material editor.

You can also use some of the physically correct materials in max for items like the glass
The simplest way is to drag and drop the material onto the geometry, or select the geometry,
right click and select similar. Then apply material to all
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To set up the render we need to create a camera and a daylight system. These can be found in
the panel on the right
Physical camera
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Daylight system

Hit ‘c’ to bring up the camera view and pan to get the shot correct – you can also use the toolbar
on the bottom right

Render engines – iray, metal ray, ART
If you hit ‘f10’ or click the teapot with the settings graphics you can chose the different render
engines as shown
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We have the core ones being ART render, mental ray, & I-ray
Before render we need to quickly set up the exposure control – hit the ‘8’ key and change the
exposure to automatic
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Then you’re ready to render – back in the main render box, click the big render button to get a
fast render like this
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Or we can choose the mental ray rendering engine which uses buckets to better clean up the
image, but might not look as physically accurate as the ART renderer.

To save this out, click on the disk graphic on the top left
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Animate FormIt 360 data inside InfraWorks 360
FBX, OBJ, and DAE
OBJ import – if this doesn’t work, you can export the 3d max model as an OBJ and this will
come through (with the textures!)

Context
InfraWorks 360 has a great data base of models to get started.
Staying in the orange colored menu click the pencil button to bring up Create tools on the left of
the screen

In this instance I’m going to choose a stand of trees
preferred tree style.

and then select my

Draw a box around the area you wish to populate with trees and double click to exit
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You can also scale the trees and make them denser by clicking twice to select all, then using
the slider

Repeat this process with some of the other creation tools until you have a scene your happy
with
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It can be very easy to get carried away!

Finally to animate – click on the monitor button
and choose the top left tool
for story board creator
With the drop down menu from the magnifying glass choose a preferred animation,
The simplest is the Orbit animation – select and then hit the green play button
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On the right side is the settings to now adjust this. Use these settings for starting:
Duration = 10
Fade from black
Angle right 360
Angle down 30

Now hit the play button.
Try some of the other animation tools – they are very intuitive, then when you have an
animation path that you’re happy with click

and use these settings to record

The animation should render out in about a minute as it’s not having to calculate much
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END
For questions/comments etc please email
samuel.macalister@autodesk.com
Thanks!
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Revit cloud render
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Revit cloud render
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